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ON THE INTEGRABILITY OF

COMPLEX TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES

WILLIAM O. BRAY AND VERA B. STANOJEVIC

Abstract. The classical criterion for the Fourier character of cosine series and sine

series is generalized to complex trigonometric series. Our treatment unifies the ideas

applied to cosine and sine series. A notion of complex convex sequences is developed

generalizing a result of Young [1] concerning the integrability of cosine series.

1. Introduction. The problem of determining the Fourier character of the cosine

series

(1.1) ^V"+ ¿ a(n)cosnx

classically was approached via the de la Vallé Poisson theorem. There are two

difficulties in applying this result: the difficulty of pointwise convergence of (1.1)

except on a denumerable set, and the difficulty in verifying the integrability of the

sum function. In a series of classical and later results, those difficulties were

overcome by assuming various kinds of regularity and/or speed conditions on the

coefficients (a(n)}. All these assumptions imply that the sequence {a(n)} is of

bounded variation (E^_0|Aa(«)| < oo, Aa(n) = a(n) — a(n + 1)), which further

imphes the existence of the pointwise limit f(x) of (1.1) on (0, it]. Hence the

difficult side of the problem is to verify the integrability of/.

To exemplify, we cite the following classical sufficient conditions for/ g L1 (0, it] :

Young [1]—(a(n)} is convex (A2a(n) > 0 for all n); Kolmogorov [2]—(a(n)} is

quasi-convex (E"_0(« + l)|A2a(n)| < oo); Sidon [3], whose condition was refor-

mulated in a more succinct form by Telyakovskii [4]—(a(n)} belongs to the class S

(there exists a nonincreasing sequence [A(n)}™ such that T.™=0A(n) < oo and

|Aa(w)| < A(n) for all n). Analogous results hold (see e.g., [4]) for the conjugate

series or sine series
00

(1.2) £ a(n) sm nx>
n = \

whose pointwise limit on (0, it] is denoted g(x).
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The aforementioned results are corollaries of the following recent result due to

Fomin [5].

Theorem. Let a(n) = o(l) (n -» oo), and for some p > 1 let

M £fSJMörr<„.
n-l \ /

Then(i)fe Ll (0, it], and

(ii)g G L1 (0, it] ifandonlyif\Z™=x\a(n)\/n < oo.

The purpose of this paper is to generalize Fomin's result and its corollaries to

complex trigonometric series

(1.4) £   c(n)e'"',
|n|<oo

where {c(n)}H<00 c C and í g T = R/27rZ. Our results (§3) serve to unify classi-

cal ideas applied separately to cosine and sine series, and the method of proof

provides greater insight into the nature of (1.3) as an integrability condition, as well

as to provide possibilities for further generalization. Certain difficulties are encoun-

tered in our generalization due to the nature of possible gaps in the sequence

(|c(«) - c(-n)\). These are overcome in §3 with the notion of intrinsically odd

sequences.

2. Definitions and lemmas. In this section certain lemmas and definitions are given

which are convenient and/or intrinsic to subsequent argument.

Recall that an increasing sequence of positive integers {mn}™ is lacunary if, for

some r > 1, mn + x/m„ > r for all n. An essential property of lacunary sequences is

that T.k°=„l/mk = 0(l/mn) (n -* oo). A lacunary sequence of positive integers is

said to be O-lacunary if, for some R > 1, mn+x/mn < R for all n. Note that a

O-lacunary sequence satisfies mn + x - mn= 0(mn) (n -» oo). Without loss of gen-

erality in the sequel, we suppose m0 = 1.

The notion of O-lacunary plays an essential role through the following easily

proven lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let ( a(n)}f be a positive sequence of bounded variation. Then the series

E5f_i a(n)/n and Y.™=0a(mn) are equiconvergent for any O-lacunary sequence (m,}f.

In [6] a notion of complex monotone sequences are introduced, i.e. the sequence

[c(n)}™ c Cis said to be complex monotone if there exists a cone K(60) = {z g C \

|arg z\ < 0O < tt/2} such that Ac(«) g K(80) for all n. It was further shown that a

complex monotone sequence is of bounded variation. Following these ideas, a

sequence {c(«)}|„|<00 c C is said to be complex convex if there exists a cone K(60)

such that sgn(«)A2c(«) G K(60) for \n\ > 1. It is not hard to see that the null

sequences {c(n)}f and [c(-n)}f (or their negatives) are complex monotone.

Summarizing, we have the following.

Lemma 2.2. Let {c(n)},„,<00 c C be a complex convex null sequence. Then

E|„|<00|Ac(«)| < oo, i.e. (c(n)} is in the class BV.
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Lemma   2.3.   Let   c(n) = o(l)   (\n\ -» oo)   and  let   {c(n)}{nl<ac g BV.   Then

limn_>ooS'n(0 = f(t) exists onT — (0), where

Sn(t)=   £ c(k)e'k'.

|fc|<n

Proof. We apply an identity given in [7], i.e. setting cc(t) = 1 - e ", then

n-l

s„U) =
u(t)

£    Ac(k)eik'-

k--n-l

c(-n - l)e-Hn + 1)' - c(n)e'"'

«(0

from which the lemma follows. In fact the pointwise limit on T — {0} is given by

(2.1) /(,)-    £   Ac(k)-Ç-.
|„|<oo "(0

In particular, the conclusion of the lemma holds if [c(n)}H<x is a null complex

convex sequence.

Finally, a null sequence ( c(n)} N<x c C is said to be quasi-convex if

£   (|«|+l)|A2c(«)|<0o.
|n|< oo

The relation between complex convex sequences and quasi-convex sequences is as

follows.

Lemma 2.4. Let {/(«)}|„|<00 be a null complex convex sequence. Then [c(n)}^<oc

is quasi-convex if and only if

(2.2) \n\\Ac(n)\ = 0(1)        (|«|-* oo).

Proof. For necessity we have

OO 00

£ k\A2c(k)\ > n £  |A2c(rc)|^«[|Ac(«)|+|Ac(-(«-l))|],

1*1—« l*l=«

from which (2.2) follows. For sufficiency we apply an inequality of M. Petrovic [8]:

1
E k\A2c(k)\

k = l
COS Or,

E kA2c(k)
k = \

COS 6n

n-l

E Ac(k + 1) -nAc(n + 1)
k = 0

^-[|C(l)|+|c(« + l)|+(« + l)|Ac(« + l)|],
cos6t

from   which   it   follows   that   Y,kc=xk\A2c(k)\ < oo.   In   a   similar   fashion,

£¡t--°ol^l |A2c(/c)| < oo, concluding the proof.

3. Results. A sequence {c(n)}^<00 cz C is said to be intrinsically odd if for some

O-lacunary sequence {w„}"_0, we have \c(mn) - c(m_n)\ >0 for all n. This

notion is fundamental in our method for handling the integrability of complex
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trigonometric series; in the case of real sine series the condition causes no loss of

generality.

Theorem 1. Let {c(n)} w<o0 c C be a null intrinsically odd sequence and, for some

p > 1, let

(3.1)
£/-Eft_B|Aci>)r

n=l

l/>

< oo.

Then (i) \imn^xSn(t) = /(/) exists on T - {0}, and (ii) /g L\T) if and only if

Er_ik(») - c(-n)\/n < oo.

Proof. Using the Cauchy condensation test and the method of [9], one can show

that the series in (3.1) is equiconvergent with

(3.2) £ 2"
/ 2" + '-l \^P

± £ \àc(k)f\   .
n = 0 1*1 = 2"

Consequently, (3.1) implies {c(n)}M<x G BV by Jensen's inequality; this proves (i)

by Lemma 2.3. Without loss of generality (by (3.2)), we may assume 1 < p < 2. For

(ii) our primary tool is the Hölder-Hausdorff-Young technique used in prior work

(e.g. [10,11]). Let {m,,}™ be a O-lacunary sequence such that \c(mn) — c(-m„)\ > 0

for all n, and for N > 1, let UN = [-w, -tr/mN+x) u(Tr/mN+l, tt]. The proof will

be concluded via the following estimate: for 1 < p < 2 and uniformly in N =

1,2,...,

(3.3) /    \f(t)\dt = BN £ \c(mn)-c(-mn)\
n = 0

/

+ o
1

« = 0 \       " \k\ = mn

1/P\

where ( BN}™ is a bounded sequence of positive numbers such that 5^ > a > 0 for

all N. Using a generalized Cauchy condensation test, the series in the 0-term of (3.3)

is equiconvergent with (3.1). The proof is concluded by Lemma 2.1 provided we

verify (3.3). For n > 0 let

IT IT

m„     mn '"n+l

u
mn + x   m„

then using (2.1), for N = 1,2,...,

(3.4)

/ \m\dt- £ /
•'II.. n    Jl

N

= 0 't„
£   Ac(^)-^-

k—m. "(0
dt

N

n = 0   't„

iki

£   Ac(k)^--
\k\>m. "(0

dt+   ¿Z\Ac(-mn)\f   -£-
n = 0 JTn   |W(0I
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Denote the first term on the right-hand side of (3.4) by QN and note that

\u(t)\ = 2|sin(i/2)|. Applying the inequalities of Holder and Hausdorff-Young, one

obtains the estimate

Qn< „Col4 MOi'J
l/p

£   Ac(k)eik'

l*|-m„

<^£<-H  £ IM*)I
i/p

\k\-mn

where \\ • \\q denotes the L?(T)-norm (1/p + 1/q = 1) and Ap is a constant depen-

dent only on p. The second term on the right-hand side of (3.4) is majorized by

W£|Ac(-m„)|lg
m.

<
m.

7rlg/<£ |Ac(»)|.

n-0 " « = 0

where R > 1 is such that mn + x/mn < R for all n. Using Jensen-inequality considera-

tions as before, the latter estimate may be combined with that for QN\ hence for

AT-1,2,-..,

(3.5) /    \f(t)\dt =   £  /

N

= 0^

m„-\

£   Ac(k)eik'

k = ~m„

i

dt

l«(0l

+0L?ow"l-

l/p\

" \k\-m„

Denote the first term on the right-hand side of (3.5) by Q'N. Using power series the

following estimate is easily obtained: for all teZ,

ikt 1
<A\k\

|«(r)l       2|sin(r/2)|

uniformly on T, where A is an absolute constant. Hence,

Q'n
n = 0 *Tn

m„-l

E   Ac(Ar)
k = -m„

dt

Mi/2) I
<AZ   i     £   \k\\Ac(k)\dt

n = 0    Tn  \k\*im„

A¿Z £ l*IIM*)l,m
„ = 0   '"" \k\am„

where in the last inequality all absolute constants have been absorbed into A. Let

r > 1 be the largest number such that mn + x/mn > r for all n. Then interchanging

the order of summation,

£ é-  E l*IIM*)l=   I l*IIM*)l £  ¿-
n = 0  W"   \k\< \k\<mN I

|*|<m,

W,

1
<     £    |*||Ac(*)l     £      ^,

'>[ig*l*ll W/
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where [lgÄ|&|] is the greatest integer in the logarithm to base R of \k\. Since

r,       1 '„     1 A

/>0g„l*D m< W^l*l]       lk]lëRr

where A' is an absolute constant, we have

£ ¿-  £ |*||M*)I<ït7  £  |Ac(/c)|.
« = 0       "   \k\*ím„ &R     \k\*imN

Consequently, uniformly in N,

Q'N=\î\c(mn)-c(-mn)\j   —fL- + 0(   £   \Ac(k)\).
2 „=o JT„ |sm(//2)| \w<oo I

Since |l/2|sin(i/2) | - l/\t\\ is uniformly bounded on T, we get

Q'N=   L\c(m„)-c(-m„)\(   £- + ol   £   |Ac(*)|)
n = 0 Tn   I'I \|(t|<oo '

=   £k(mJ-c(-m„)|lg^+o(   £   |Ac(*)|),
n = 0 " \|*|<oo '

again uniformly in N. Because lg r < lg(mn+1/w„) < lg Ä, we have

Ô^ = ^£|c(m„)-c(-mJ| + o(   £   |Ac(*)|)
n = 0 \|/t|<oo '

for an appropriate bounded sequence BN, with BN > a > 0 for all n. Again applying

aforementioned Jensen-inequality techniques, the 0-term in the estimate for Q'N may

be combined with our estimate for QN. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Notice that the above result does not apply when {c(n)}M<x is an even sequence

(c(n) = c(-n) for all n). In this case we have the following result, easily deduced

using the above techniques.

Theorem 2. Let { c(n)} ,„,< x c C be an even null sequence and, for some p > 1, let

(3.1) hold. Then (i) lim^^S^r) = /(f) exists for (€l- {0}, and(iï)f g EXT).

Three corollaries of classical origin can now be proved; as these are all based on

strengthening (3.1), they are stated for intrinsically odd sequences only.

The Telyakovskii-Sidon class 5 is extended to complex sequences as follows: a

null sequence [c(n)}w<K c C is said to belong to the class Sc if there exists a

nonincreasing sequence [A(n)}™ such that \Z™=xA(n) < oo and

max{|Ac(n)|, |Ac(-«)|) < An   for all « > 1.

Corollary 1.1. Let [c(n)}^<ao g Sc and intrinsically odd. Then (i) and (ii) of

Theorem 1 hold.
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Proof. Since the series in (3.1) is equiconvergent with (3.2), it suffices to prove

convergence of (3.2). In fact, for all N,

N I   -,    2" + 1-l \1/p N I   ,    2" + 1-l \1/P

£2"^    £    \Ac(k)\P\      <2^£2"U    £   A(kY\
n = 0        \ Z     \k\ = 2n ] n = 0        \Z      k = 2n j

oo

< 21/p£ 2nA(2n).

The last series converges since it is equiconvergent with £"_0^4(n).

Corollary 1.2. Let {c(«)}|„|<00 c C be a quasi-convex intrinsically odd null

sequence. Then (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 hold.

Corollary 1.3. Let {c(n)}^<<x be a null complex convex intrinsically odd

sequence and let \n\ \Ac(n)\ = 0(1) (\n\ -* oo). Then (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 hold.

From Theorem 1 (or Theorem 2) one easily obtains the following result concern-

ing the integrability of the conjugate series £|„|<0O — isgn(n) c(n)e"". The pointwise

limit of this series on T — {0} is denoted/(r).

Corollary 1.4. Let [c(n)}M<00 and {-/sgn(«) c(«)}|„|<00 be intrinsically odd,

and for some p > 1 let (3.1) hold. Thenf, /g L}(T) if and only ifL^<O0\c(n)\/n < oo.

Note that the condition "{-/ sgn(n) c(n)} be intrinsically odd" says that \c(mn)

+ c(-mn)\ > 0 for some O-lacunary sequence {w„}0°. An analogous corollary holds

for Theorem 2 as well as corollaries involving class Sc, quasi-convexity and convex-

ity.

4. ^-convergence and additional remarks. Let/ g L\T) and, for some 1 < p < 2,

let

[\n]

(4.1) lim   hm    £  \kf    \Af(k)f = 0.
Xll   «^oo   m = n

Then in [11] it was shown that ||S„(/) -/|| = o(l) (n -> oo) if and only if/(n)lg(n)

= o(l) (\n\ -* oo). As (3.1) imphes (4.1), we obtain the following result.

Corollary. Let {c(n)}^<x be an intrinsically odd null sequence and, for some

p > 1, let (3.1) hold. Then \\S„ - f\\ = o(l) (n -► oo) if and only if

£   lc(")-c(-")l < op    and   c(«)lg|«| = o(l)        (|/i| - oo).

n-l "

The numerous variants and corollaries to Theorem 3.1 can also be developed in

this vein.

In contrast with real cosine series (or sine series) with convex coefficients, in the

case of complex trigonometric series with complex convex coefficients one needs the

further condition

(*) M|Ac(»)|=0(l)        (|n|-»oo)
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to achieve an integrability result. Condition (*) is for free in the real case. This

suggests a deeper study of complex convexity in relation to the integrability problem

in an attempt to weaken (*).

Finally, the work in [6], along with our notion of complex convexity, suggests that

many results involving regularity conditions of monotonicity type for sine and cosine

series (see [12] for other examples) can be extended to complex trigonometric series.
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